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SUMMER ROAD AND PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULED

Houston, June 25, 2013 – Parking and Transportation Services will be performing maintenance on various lots and entrances during the summer break. The projects—running from July 8 through mid-August—have been planned to minimize disruption and impact on customers.

Road work is planned for entrance 1, near Calhoun road, entrance 4, near Moody Towers and the Welcome Center Garage, entrance 11 near Cullen road, and entrance 14. These repairs may involve temporary lane closures or restrictions, which can cause minor traffic disruptions. Although one lane of traffic will remain open for vehicles at all times, drivers are encouraged to be aware of the construction in these areas and seek alternate routes when appropriate to avoid delays.

Parking lot repairs are also scheduled during this time. Lots 1E, 4A, 8A, 9C, 12A, 15D, 16B, 16D, 18A, 19B, 19C and 20A as well as ERP will undergo preventative asphalt maintenance. Areas of these lots will be unavailable for parking during the repairs and will be blocked off. Additionally, lot 18A will be unavailable as it is seal-coated and restriped.

Parking and Transportation Services strives to schedule any work affecting large areas of campus during non-peak times to minimize the impact on the community. Drivers are encouraged to make note of these projects to ensure the safety of workers.

Additional updates will be communicated on the Parking and Transportation Services website, as well as their Facebook and Twitter pages.
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